Smooth
Sailing
on the
A river adventure
By Michael Engelhard
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The author’s wife, Melissa Guy,
navigates her packraft through a
calm section of the Ivishak River.

T

HE MOOD AT HAPPY VALLEY IS ANYTHING BUT.
Atmospheric shrouds drape this pipeline “man camp” at Mile 334
on the Dalton “Haul Road” Highway. Near Galbraith Lake, where
we pitched our tent last night, the clouds briefly descended to
tundra level, turning the coastal plain’s rolling features
into one formless, soggy, gray mess.

We are now parked in this graveled lot, among trailers,
Quonset-style shelters, camper shell husks, broken camp
chairs, oil barrels—a postindustrial wasteland. Every 20
minutes, a tanker truck snorkels water from the Sagavanirktok River (the “Sag”) to tame the Dalton’s notorious
dust at a construction site up the road. As if it needed that
in these conditions. The truck bleeping in reverse; rain

ticking on our windshield: the perfect soundtrack for
gloom. Inside my wife’s Toyota, she and I are awaiting Matt
Thoft, one of Silvertip Aviation’s two owner-pilots, an
adventurous husband-and-wife team. No need to get wet
when we still can stay dry.
Communications with Matt had been sketchy; summers
he’s busy, flying long days, and he’s cloistered at his lodge in
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The Ivishak River is a designated
National Wild and Scenic River.

the Ivishak’s foothills, beyond cell phone reception. It is after two
o’clock and he’s officially running late. Could this trip be over
before it has even begun?
With nothing to do, I sift memories of our blond, clean-cut
pilot. Matt and I once got stranded for two days at the Bettles
airstrip, hoping fog on the North Slope would lift. He’d shared his
box-wine with me then and gave his emergency pouch-meals to
my client, who decided the first evening that he liked none of the
foods I had brought. Another time, Matt picked me up on the
Canning, where I’d been guiding the Wilderness Society’s
director—we’d cut short our rafting, because fierce headwinds
had lashed us with snow squalls and water froze overnight in our
buckets. We’d not observed any wildlife either. As if in mockery,
after takeoff on the first shuttle-load out, we’d spotted 10 wolves
lounging outside their den, pups included, and Matt circled
once, for a better view. Born in Montana, he’s piloted planes
since age 17.
Low-key buzzing jolts me from reveries. The truck’s rearview
mirror frames Matt swooping in low across the river. Bush pilots
never arrive when or from where you expect them.
As the prop stutters to a standstill, we lug our packs, paddles,

and bagged packrafts to the plane, an orange-and-black Piper
PA-12 Super Cruiser built before the Berlin Blockade, modified
for tundra landings and greater reach but with barely enough
room for two backpackers and their gear. A pit stop to refuel his
bird—Matt runs the pump off our truck battery—and we’re on
our way.
Matt skims the tundra by a few hundred feet, keeping below
the cloud ceiling and looking for wildlife. I am wedged next to
Melissa into a seat behind his, fragile as an egg in an airborne
basket. Encapsulated by Plexiglas and wrist-thick struts below
the wings, I feel the urge to pull in my knees to brace for impact.
The Piper’s bald tires touch down near Porcupine Lake, which
feeds the Ivishak River, a 95-mile tributary of the Sag. A gap a
mile to the north allows glimpses of the Canning’s corridor.
Wolfish clouds rear up into hammerheads, about to devour the
sun. After handshakes and watering a few tussocks, our pilot
takes off. We watch the receding speck, beleaguered by silence
and squadrons of mosquitos.
Eager to put in a few miles—12 separate us from the river—we
shoulder our packs. When thunder growls at us, we race to set
up our tent, finishing scarcely before a drencher starts. After a

After days of this brand of la dolce vita, time jellifies. The
campsites and day hikes blend together. It’s no surprise that
rivers provide a metaphor for the life force and on a smaller
scale, for the progression of a human life—which can meet as
abruptly as the Sag with pelagic oblivion.
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Ivishak River

The author plays in the waves.

delayed dinner I brood on my bear-proof food barrel, insects and
rain pelting my hood.
In the morning, under steel-wool skies, we follow a brushy
gulch and creek till we reach a dry bench camp overlooking the
Ivishak. Time to unroll and inflate our packrafts.
When we finally launch, sore shoulders relax, and we let the
current take charge. The stream darts around bends, braided,
and tinted aqua like antique bottle glass, each stone sharply
defined at the bottom. Fishing holes with the glow of a glacier’s
core match the firmament, which overnight has been swept
clean. Some channels demand deft maneuvering to avoid willow
“strainers” or drooping branches. Rarely do shallows force us out
of our boats to drag them over polished cobbles. With such ease
of motion and Caribbean hues, this almost resembles a yacht
cruise. I truly sense “peace like a river” enfolding me. 		
Hormone-fueled risk-taking and a craving for “suffer fests”
have melted away as I’ve aged. In my 20s, I could not pass by a
waterfall without stepping under it, or an ice-choked lake
without playing seal, hauled out on a floe, barking, butt-naked.
Nowadays I’m content to sit on a boulder, soaking my bones in
the sun, just watching the world go by. Now, when it’s late and
the summit tauntingly distant, I can turn around, glad to have
made it that far. The beauty of midlife: nothing to prove, not even
to myself.
July 4 finds us sunbathing nude, on a bluff above camp, where
a breeze grounds the winged tormentors. They are less pesky on

The couple’s camp on a gravel bar.

the river also, and with each mile northward, their numbers
decline. The Ivishak wends its way down this glacier-carved
valley, the sole parade on display, not counting the sun’s sluggish
midsummer circumambulation. We are blessed with front seats
indeed, without noise or jostling from a crowd.
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Michael Engelhard surveys a valley
from an outcrop above the Ivishak
while on a day hike.
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Melissa Guy with the couple’s
packrafts near Ivishak Hot Springs.

mountains already seem like a dream. Few landmarks now guide
us besides uniform bluffs along this watercourse. The day we
emerge from the foothills, we camp on a rocky shore vis-à-vis an
aufeis stretch, a river carapace that lingers all summer. Meltwater drips from crystalline undercuts, and shelves collapse in the
night with muffled thumps. A breeze crosses the miniature ice
field, raising goose bumps as we zip up in our sleeping bags.
Our last day on the river, we meander through scent plumes
from dwarf lupine and northern sweet-vetch ablaze on cut
banks. At the confluence, the Sagavanirktok doubles the flow
volume. Incongruous boxes contour a ridge in the horizon’s heat
waver—freight traffic to and from Prudhoe Bay.
We take out soon after Pump Station 2, where the Sag veers
closest to the Dalton Highway. A short tramp through bug-ridden tundra, a quick pipeline-photo stop, and we stand again on
the elevated road. Getting from here to the truck at Happy Valley
is the one leg of our journey we couldn’t plan, with some
potential for boredom. It is 22 miles by road, a long walk with
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After days of this brand of la dolce vita, time jellifies. The
campsites and day hikes blend together. It’s no surprise that
rivers provide a metaphor for the life force and on a smaller
scale, for the progression of a human life—which can meet as
abruptly as the Sag with pelagic oblivion.
Remnants from a plane crumpled in the Ivishak headwaters
remind us of how quickly and thoroughly things can go wrong
here. A twin-engine, amphibious Grumman Goose plowed into
the mountainside below a saddle on the Continental Divide in
1958, killing two U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service officials and the
son of one. Despite the largest search conducted in Alaska up to
that point, backpackers only discovered the wreck 21 years later.
We glide past ranks of stark limestone fins, past spring-water
tendrils, mats of river beauty, slick brackets of cliffs, drunken
strata, mountain flanks folded, marbled, and rainbow-colored…
Ivisaaq, the root of the river’s name, is an Inupiaq term for red
pigment mined from iron-rich soils that intermittently blush this
watershed.
To gain perspective, we scramble up ridgelines into acres of
scree and snow pockets. Perched on boulders crusty with lichen,
we assume as much as humanly possible the eagle’s point of
view. (Vistas from planes do not count; the windows almost
always are scratched, and wind cannot ruffle your hair.) From
this vantage the river suggests Earth’s circulatory system, our
rafts two brilliant corpuscles temporarily beached.
The eponymous hot springs announce their presence with the
pea-green of balsam poplars—one of the species’ northernmost
stands—a grove nestled near the end of the stream’s mountain
section. We do not land, because the springs are merely lukewarm (39-46 degrees F), “hot” only compared to the snowmelt
buoying us. Still, they keep this branch of water from freezing
solid, unlike 99 percent of North Slope streams during the cooler
months. The Ivishak therefore suits overwintering Dolly Varden,
which spawn in the main stem and whose fry thrive in this
nursery for two years before setting out for the ocean.
A mile past the springs, approaching the portal to the plains, I
spy a grizzly half a mile from the river, a tick on a dog’s coat, a
moving dot a tad darker than the surrounding tundra. We see no
other carnivorous carnivores and don’t regret the lack of Attack
and Defend moments for a change.
On my 60-day Brooks Range traverse from the Canadian
border to the Bering Strait 10 years ago, I encountered, on
average, one grizzly every other day. Occasionally they popped
up in clusters of three or four. The first one stood up on its hind
legs at the airstrip where I’d been dropped off, watching me as I
sorted my gear. One dashed into the Noatak River, chasing me,
or my boat. Another materialized uninvited for dinner at my
tent. Several quartered downwind to check my edibility. I
blundered into a female and her two cubs feasting on Dall sheep
remains—the worst scenario, wildlife biologists say. I was
mock-charged, huffed at, stalked, ogled. The trip’s very first
grizzly reared up at the airstrip where I’d been dropped off, while
I was sorting my gear. At the end of a hard day, I often hiked extra
miles when bears showed up as I made camp. I lay awake many
hours, clutching a hunting knife.
On this outing, we don’t see a single pile of bear scat.
At long last, the Ivishak worms into the coastal plain, inducing
vertigo under a domed sky. Each time I spin to look back at the
Brooks Range’s solid wall, it has shrunk farther. Our days in the

loaded packs, but we’re counting on hitchhiking. “Truckers
always stop,” Matt had assured us.
The first few don’t. Then Melissa slyly moves to the orange
cones of a construction bottleneck a ways down the road. Trucks
have to slow there, and we figure a woman by herself will sooner
be offered a lift. (Melissa can easily return with her truck, should
the driver choose not to take me as well.)
We’re enthroned high in a bug-free cabin 10 minutes later.
The trucker, another Matt, baby-faced and living in Fairbanks,
regales us with stories and trivia at each milepost. He points to
the spot where he shot a six-foot wolf around here one winter.
He tells us that Gobblers Knob (a prime midnight sun viewing
spot at Mile 132) was named after a whorehouse doing brisk
business while the Haul Road and pipeline were being built.
Truckers also christened Sand Hill (Mile 73), Roller Coaster (Mile
75), and Beaver Slide (Mile 110), for obvious reasons. Watching
his weight, our gracious tour guide munches celery sticks from a
Ziploc bag. Tattoos emblazon his forearms: a scorpion and, in

Gothic lettering, his credo Family Is What Matters Most.
Plane, boats, boots, automobiles; switching between means of
transport, we’ve come full circle. Seated on the Toyota’s tailgate
at Happy Valley, we pop two beers to toast a journey without
glitches. The industrial junk no longer seems dreary.
Adventure often results from poor planning or shoddy
decision-making. Some people say it’s only an adventure if you
live to tell the tale. But who needs these stories? Who needs
cold-water immersion, blizzards of bugs, or a real one? Who
wants to cringe in the fetal position faced with the wrath of a
grizzly bear?
Sometimes, both Matts would agree, the best thing is a
smooth ride.
Michael Engelhard is the author of the Foreword INDIES Gold Medalist
American Wild: Explorations from the Grand Canyon to the Arctic
Ocean, and of Ice Bear: The Cultural History of an Arctic Icon. He
now hides from winter in Arizona and works as a Grand Canyon guide.
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